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In this talk, we will start with general concepts and then go into
specific details, *

The primary objective of the BLIP program is the development of im-
proved radiopharmaceuticals for better health care.

Let us now outline what is required to achieve this objective:
(a) Based on our close collaboration with the medical community, we must
decide what is needed to give better health care; e. g. the development
of an improved diagnostic technique. (b) Next, again in a collaborative
effort, we must decide if and how we can make a significant contribution
to filling this need. (c) Then, we must demonstrate our practical
capability for filling this need.

We develop our capability along the lines of this flow diagram:

Tracer level chemical and pharmaceutical exploratory
studies, with a stress on the variation of important
parameters

\
In-house evaluations in animals

J

Small scale preparations

J

Evaluations with animals and humans; in-house and
with collaborating institutions

I

Evaluation of the production capabilities of the 200 MeV
Linac and BLIP

Depending on the particular project, we can start from the beginning
of this flow diagram, or at a later stage of development.

Let us now go from these general concepts into the specifics of the
BLIP program.

*This work was performed under the auspices of the United States Atomic
Energy Commission.
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The BLIP .serves as a beam stop and utilizes the excess beam capacity
of .1 Linac that injects protons into the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron
(AGS), a machine used for research in high-energy physics.

Our first figure shows a schematic diagram of the BLIP beam line and
facility. The 200-MeV Linac can put pulses of protons into the AGS or
into the BLIP tank. The relatively high proton energy, along with its
design beam current (1U0 M*A) and planned high duty cycle, may make this
machine suitable for the production of a variety of radionuclides in
relatively large quantities. Figure 2 is a drawing of the BLIP tank,
with its array of targets which are independently cooled and independently
removable. The targets are inserted through guide tubes, and the BLIP
tank is filled with water, which acts as a flexible, transparent, re-
movable shield against the high energy neutrons produced by nuclear
interactions of the incident protons. Because of its incident energy,
the proton beam can traverse several targets and produce many useful
radioisotopes simultaneously. As the proton beam is degraded in energy
while traversing an array of targets, it is possible to select optimum
targets and energy ranges for maximizing the production rate of the de-
sired radioisotope and minimizing the production of radioisotopic im-
purities. After irradiation, targets are brought into a target-handling
cave and then placed in a transfer cask which transports them back to
the Hot Laboratory for chemical processing. Figure 3 shows the operating
floor of the BLIP facility, and one can see the top of the BLIP tank, a
target-handling cave, and a cask in position to receive an irradiated
target for transfer to the Hot Laboratory. Some of the hot cells which
are dedicated to the chemical processing of BLIP targets are shown in
Figure 4. Target disassembly, removing the target material from its
holder, is also done in these hot cells. Figure 5 shows a typical
metallic target containing two slabs of target material; a high velocity
film of water flows across each target face for cooling. Inside one hot
cell is a hydraulic press which is used for pressing the BLIP target
slabs out of their holders. Also seen in Figure & is a trapdoor through
which the targets are brought into this hot cell. The processing equip-
ment developed for the separation of iron-52 from its target is shown in
Figure 7. The target consists of a manganese-copper alloy, which is
dissolved, and then eluted through an ion-exchange column for chemical
purification of the iron-52 product. The use of iron-52 in nuclear
medicine has been limited due to the difficulty of producing sufficient
quantities with existing accelerators. Clinical uses of iron-52 include
visualization of the distribution of erythropoietic bone marrow, as well
as the possibility of using 52pe_iabeled compounds of diagnostic value.
After chemical separation, the ^¥eCi2 is converted into ferrous citrate,
the chemical form most suitable for injection as a bone marrow imaging
agent. This conversion apparatus is shown in Figure 8. The high radio-
purity of the iron-52 product, which is essential for clinical use, is
demonstrated in Figure CJ, which Rives the radioactive impurities in the



product. We have also irradiated a many.anesc-copper alloy and obtained
reasonable agreement between measured and predicted activities, as shown
in Figure 10.

Let us summarize the status of the iron-52 project: The target and
processing apparatus have been developed and tested. We can produce
iron-52 whenever there is a proton beam. To date, the Linnc beam has
not achieved either its promised desist, current or operational reliability.
However, during the past shutdown of the Linac, many necessary modifica-
tions were made to increase its reliability and we also hope to be able
to increase the beam current with time.

Let us next discuss the production of xenon-127 and xenon-123 (the
parent of iodine-123). Iodine-123 has long been recognized as the ideal
radionuclide of iodine for use in nuclear medicine. Xenon-127, because
of its physical properties, shculd be an improved agent for diagnosis
of organ perfusion and ventilation, compared to presently available
xenon-133. We mention xenon-123 and xenon-127 together because of the
similarity of their targetry and chemical purification. Salt targets
are used for production; KI for xenon-123 and CsCl for xenon-127.
Figure 11 shows a target; fabricated for irradiating a salt. The salt
is pressed into a disc and then sealed into an Inconel capsule. A
sealed tube connected to the salt capsule allows the removal of gaseous
products from the target. This separation is performed with Ehe processing
equipment shown in Figure 12.

After irradiation, the targets are connected to the processing
apparatus, the salt is melted and the xenon swept through carbon-dioxide
traps and collected on a coil cooled to liquid nitrogen temperatit re.
In the case of xenon-127, the coil is removed and the xenon-127 trans-
ferred to ampoules for clinical use. In the case of xenon-123, it is
transferred to a glass vessel and after allowing the xenon-123 to decay,
the iodine-123 is flushed out with dilute sodium hydroxide.

The radioimpurities in tho iodint>-123 product at time of shipment
are as follows:
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As in the case of iron-52, high quality material is obtained. The l^l
decays rapidly and can probably be reduced further by fine-tuning the
proton energy incident on the target.



Typically, we expect to produce material for shipment to several
users and Figure 13 shows the pipetting station which has been net up
to divide the purified product into several fractions. We are also
doing some development work on the following isotopes:

(a) We arc evaluating technetium-97m as an isotopic source for
mammograpliy.

(b) Because of its combination of excellent physical and chemical
properties, we are evaluating ruthcnium-97 for use in nuclear medicine.

(c) Some work is being done on strontium-62, the parent of short-
lived rubidium-82. This generator system may be useful for measuring
organ regional perfusion and function, especially in cardiac studies.

Let us finally discuss our development of thallium-201, which looks
quite promising for medical use. The potential applications of thallium-201
are:

(a) Myocardial visualization and functional analysis as an improved
potassium analog because of its biological and physical properties.

(b) Kidney studies, since thallium concentrates in the renal medulla,
unlike presently available kidney agents which concentrate in the cortex.

(c) Tumor diagnosis, especially for melanomas.

Thallium-201 decays by electron capture, it emits Hg X-rays and
photons of 135 and !67 keV in 107. total abundance. The 73-hour half-
life gives this radiopharmaceutical a good shelf-life, which is not
only generally convenient, but is invaluable for emergency use.

Figure 14 shows the rapid clearance of the thallium activity from
the blood.

Figure 15 shows a normal heart imaged in a goat sacrificed 25 minutes
post l.V. injection, using the Hg X-rays.

Figure 16 shows the organ uptake in 7./j> compared to the left ventricle
in a normal goat 25 minutes postinjection.

As is essential, our production method yields thallium-201 in high
purity and specific activity. A thallium target is irradiated with
33 HcV protons to Rive the reaction 2OlTi(p3n)2Olpb, which then decays
to 201-ri. We are doing °"f initial development work on the Brookhaven
cyclotron, but if the clinical trials are successful, we hope to evaluate
its production capability in BLIP using the 2°r>Tl(p,5n) reaction.



We /ire quite pleased wilt) the promising results we nre obtaining
with th:illinm-20l, and hope to develop other Improved rndiopharma-
ceutlcals for bettor hen 1th enro in RLTP,
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Radioactive Impurities at End of Bombardment

52
% of Fe Activity

Impurity (at EOB)
59
Fe 0.11

52Mn 0.019

51Cr -0.1

47Sc -0.005

Figu~e 9
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Comparison of Measured and Predicted Activities
at End of 3ombardmont

Isotope Experimental uC/uAh Predicted

52Fe 65 117

52Mn 204 183

51Cr 109 88

4 8V 23 28

54Mn 13.5 14

CO

Fe 0.07 0.28

Figure 10
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